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the storyteller gives the players a set of missions for the game to play. missions, in this game, will not just provide plot hooks and provide a set of guidelines for playing the game. the missions are the “logline” that all parties can agree on. each mission provides the gm with a set of rules for that mission. a mission can also be a set of guidelines for a long term story arc. in either case, the gm’s role is to answer the questions of: what happens next? and how does this affect the rest of the world? the storyteller provides the gm
with the campaign. a campaign is a more or less unrolled set of missions that can be played out at any time. each mission may provide a set of guidelines for a gm to use, or a gm may choose to ignore the guidelines and create their own story for the campaign. the storyteller provides the gm with a set of rules and a set of guidelines for the campaign. in addition to providing guidelines, the storyteller provides a set of sample characters and a few sample missions for the gm to use. these will be discussed more in the

upcoming chapters. the gm must now declare the world of the game. the gm must also declare what world the campaign will take place in, and what dimensions will be involved. these are called the world of the game. the world of the game is both the world in which the campaign takes place, but also the world in which the players live. the player characters are the only characters in the world of the game, and they are the only people who inhabit the world of the game. players are given a set of rules. these rules define the
particular rules of the game. every mission, no matter how simple or complex, must include a set of rules and a set of guidelines. at the heart of every mission lies a set of rules, but there may also be a set of guidelines for the mission. the storyteller creates the missions and provides the gm with a set of guidelines for those missions. when the storyteller creates the missions, they can also be provided with a set of rules and guidelines for the mission. most of these rules are only guidelines, but some missions may require a

set of rules. for example, some missions will involve a series of events. these events will all occur according to the rules of the game.
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starting with the character creation screen, when you have completed all the options you need, you can access the
sub-screen where you assign downshifts to qualities. only the qualities you have declared as either seen, sensed,

heard or experienced (that is, those that you declare as being able to use your downshift) can be used to activate a
downshift. the downshift is applied after the initiative, so that any powers in the initiative phase of the game will not

be affected by the downshift. example (paraphrased from the book): a gunplay quality could be used to make a
character a gunsmith or a gun dealer, buying and selling weapons, using a downshift on a poor roll, to draw a

weapon or shoot at an opponent. the downshift is a temporary effect, and the qualities recover to their regular state
once the initiative phase ends. example (paraphrased from the book): barbarian: a poor roll could mean a missed

opportunity. a downshift might be useful to overcome the opponent and attack, or to be able to pin him down. after
that, the downshift is lost, and the character is no longer affected by the quality. when you have assigned downshifts
to all the qualities you need, you can start the game. the more qualities a character has, the more downshifts he can
use. once you have decided the order in which your characters will act, you can use the initiative sub-screen. each
player character begins the game with a set of aspects: the traits that define them as unique people. once these
aspects have been declared, the player chooses a core, which may alter the aspects and thus change the player

character. these aspects are the defining elements of the player character and form the basis of the player’s story.
aspects define the character’s origin and history. the core’s origin and history will also shape how the player

character perceives the world. aspects also provide the basis for the character’s supernatural abilities (via the gm’s
approval) and personal issues (via the player’s approval). 5ec8ef588b
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